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Abstract16

In the context of in-situ groundwater remediation, mixing is vital for a successful out-17

come. A slow mixing rate between the contaminated groundwater and the injected treat-18

ment solution can severely weaken the effective degradation rate. Engineered Injection-19

Extraction (EIE) has been proposed as a means to accelerate dilution within the porous20

medium. However, existing studies on the subject have not considered the potential im-21

pact of connectivity and preferential flow-paths. Neglecting connectivity can lead to an22

overestimation of EIE’s capabilities, since the fluid may in reality be carried mainly through23

a few high-permeability channels, thus hampering mixing and reaction. Due to the fact24

that channeling can be found in many actual sites, in this work we aim to evaluate EIE25

methods in both poorly-connected (represented as Multigaussian fields) and well-connected26

fields (represented as non-Multigaussians). The approach is to identify, for each given27

medium, a stirring protocol – defined by a specific combination of rotation angle and ro-28

tation rate – which maximizes mixing. To that end, metrics are proposed in order to (1)29

quantify both the mixing and the containment of the treatment solution within a given30

remediation volume, and (2) characterize the particle trajectories to explicitly evaluate31

if preferential paths are broken. The results obtained from these metrics are quite sim-32

ilar for both types of fields, proving that the enhancing of mixing by means of EIE is ef-33

fective regardless of the presence of preferential flow paths. This study demonstrates that34

EIE via rotating dipoles diminishes the remediation outcome uncertainty induced by medium35

heterogeneity.36

1 Introduction37

Most in-situ groundwater remediation schemes are based on the injection of a treat-38

ment solution into the subsurface in order to promote reactions that remove or trans-39

form the contaminants into harmless products. For instance, the success of both biore-40

mediation and in-situ chemical oxidation is based on the mixing between contaminated41

groundwater and nutrients or oxidant agents, which can promote the occurrence of tar-42

get reactions and facilitate pollution removal. These systems can be enhanced by favor-43

ing increased mixing, that is, by promoting mass transfer between the different solutions.44

The physical processes that boost mass transfer in porous media are mechanical disper-45

sion and molecular diffusion (Tartakovsky, 2010). The former spreads a solute through-46

out the porous medium, increasing contact surface and concentration gradients, and the47

latter homogenizes it leading the solute to occupy a larger volume in the porous medium.48

However, these processes are typically slow in natural conditions, and thus are often un-49

able to provide sufficient mixing – and hence degradation.50

Mixing in porous media has received much attention in the last few decades, largely51

because chemical reactions in the subsurface are often limited by mixing (Sturman et52

al., 1995; Cirpka et al., 1999; Cirpka, 2002; de Simoni et al., 2005; Rolle et al., 2008). In53

the context of groundwater remediation, some authors have proposed Engineered Injection-54

Extraction (EIE) as a method to promote mixing and, consequently, reactions in porous55

media (e.g., Zhang et al., 2009; Lester et al., 2010; Trefry et al., 2012; Piscopo et al., 2013).56

EIE involves a sequence of injections and extractions through wells with time-dependent57

flow rates, resulting in transient velocity fields which stretch and fold the solute plume58

(Bagtzoglou & Oates, 2007). It has been demonstrated that EIE can generate chaotic59

advection in porous media (Metcalfe et al., 2008; Lester et al., 2009, 2010; Trefry et al.,60

2012). This phenomenon, first coined in such terms by Aref (1984), is typically charac-61

terized by particle trajectories which experience exponential stretching over time, result-62

ing in complex patterns and a virtually unpredictable evolution from the initial condi-63

tion (Lester et al., 2018; Turuban et al., 2019). EIE schemes increase the active spread-64

ing and the area occupied by the injected fluid in aquifers, favoring mixing and accel-65

erating the natural attenuation and degradation of contaminants. The benefits of this66

strategy has been proven for many configurations of extraction/injection wells through67
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numerical simulations (e.g., Piscopo et al., 2013; Neupauer et al., 2014; Di Dato et al.,68

2018; Speetjens et al., 2021), laboratory experiments (e.g., Zhang et al., 2009; Sather et69

al., 2023) and field applications (Cho et al., 2019). Most recently, EIE has also been demon-70

strated to enhance NAPL recovery in multiphase flow systems (Wang et al., 2022).71

Several schemes can be used to create time-dependent velocity fields via EIE. Bagtzoglou72

and Oates (2007) and Zhang et al. (2009), used an oscillatory pumping scheme consist-73

ing of three randomly located wells with some realistic constraints to avoid dewatering74

and preserve mass. Mays and Neupauer (2012), Piscopo et al. (2013) and Neupauer et75

al. (2014), employed a four-well configuration operating sequentially, alternating between76

injection and extraction and only using one well at a time. Using a purely mathemat-77

ical approach, Lester et al. (2009) studied a temporally rotating 2D dipole scheme. Al-78

though recirculation of the treatment solution from the extraction to the injection well79

can exist in EIE systems, most of the previous literature has not addressed this issue.80

Recirculation can also enhance mixing and thus the effectiveness of the in situ remedi-81

ation system (Cirpka & Kitanidis, 2001), since it extends the residence time of the treat-82

ment solution within the reactive zone (Luo et al., 2007). However, frequent recircula-83

tion could generate bioclogging near the injection wells during bioremediation schemes84

(McCarty et al., 1998; Cirpka et al., 1999; MacDonald et al., 1999a, 1999b; Gandhi et85

al., 2002). Yet, little is known about the role of recirculation in EIE applications.86

Mixing aside, solute transport in porous media is highly dependent on the spatial87

variability of hydraulic conductivity (heterogeneity) and also the presence of preferen-88

tial flow paths. The observations of anomalous transport and scale effects can often be89

associated with the omission of connectivity features (Boggs & Adams, 1992; Schulze-90

Makuch & Cherkauer, 1998). Connectivity in hydrogeology refers to the prevalence of91

higher-conductivity (K) paths that can carry and accelerate the transport of solutes from92

one region to another, largely bypassing the lower-conductivity areas (Knudby & Car-93

rera, 2005; Renard & Allard, 2013). High connectivity is thus a true hindrance in the94

application of a remediation scheme since it can dominate the transport of the injected95

solution (McGregor & Benevenuto, 2021). Yet, specific information about medium con-96

nectivity is usually omitted due to: (1) the lack of exhaustive geological/hydrogeological97

data and (2) the selection of inadequate models to characterize the heterogeneity of the98

porous media.99

Regarding the latter point, the most common approach for characterizing the spa-100

tial variability of the log-conductivity fields is the use of two-point – also called variogram-101

based – geostatistics (Hashemi et al., 2014) and Multigaussian random fields, which are102

characterized by their mean, variance and covariance function. These multigaussian mod-103

els are mathematically simple and easy to treat analytically, yet they cannot reproduce104

high-connectivity patterns. Some non-Multigaussian models, on the other hand, are ca-105

pable of emulating high connectivity by arranging the high log-K values as channels (Gmez-106

Hernndez & Wen, 1998). Although several studies conclude that EIE can enhance mix-107

ing in Multigaussian heterogeneous porous media (Rodrguez-Escales et al., 2017), the108

applicability of EIE in real settings featuring strong preferential flow paths is still not109

clear.110

Remediation efficiency depends on the degree of mixing of the treatment solution111

within the target treatment zone, typically defined based on the areal extent of contam-112

ination. In this context, transport of this solution beyond the treatment zone represents113

a waste of resources which should be taken into consideration. Surprisingly, dilution met-114

rics for permeable control volumes have not been proposed in the literature of solute trans-115

port in porous media, which has essentially focused on infinite domains (Kitanidis, 1994).116

This work is aimed at studying how EIE systems based on rotating dipoles (Metcalfe117

et al., 2008) enhance dilution in a remediation scenario and help break the preferential118

flow paths that often exist in highly heterogeneous aquifers. For that, we evaluate how119
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different EIE configurations improve (1) the dilution of an injected solution in an active120

remediation volume, and (2) the ability of treatment solution particles to fully explore121

the medium. Through a set of Monte Carlo simulations we explore different EIE con-122

figurations within both Multigaussian and well-connected non-Multigaussian log-conductivity123

fields.124

2 The Engineered Injection-Extraction Method125

We study an Engineered Injection-Extraction (EIE) setup based on a rotating dipole,126

emulating the idealized Rotated Potential Mixing (RPM) system (e.g. Metcalfe et al.,127

2008; Lester et al., 2009; Trefry et al., 2012). The procedure’s goal is to enhance the mix-128

ing, within a circular treatment zone of radius Rr, of a treatment solution initially de-129

livered at its center (x0, y0). The treatment zone encompasses the contaminated region130

of the aquifer, and the determination of its size in relation to the positioning of wells is131

decided case-by-case attending the properties of the media and the distribution of pol-132

lutants. As a general rule, its radius (Rr) is larger than the radius of the dipoles (R) it-133

self to prevent mass for immediately leaving the treatment area upon reinjection.134

At t=0, the treatment solution is assumed to be uniformly distributed within a con-135

centric circular region with radius ri < Rr. We wish that the injected treatment so-136

lution: (1) effectively mixes with the resident groundwater; and (2) stays within the treat-137

ment zone during remediation. That is to say that we wish to transform the treatment138

zone into a well-mixed reactor. The treatment solution is stirred by a 2D dipole system139

that consists of two active wells (one injector and one extractor) separated by a distance140

2R that operate at the same time with a constant flow rate Q. The injection and extrac-141

tion wells are symmetrically placed around the center of the domain and periodically re-142

oriented (emulating a larger circular array where only two wells are active at a given time).143

The pumped water from the extraction well is recirculated instantaneously into the in-144

jection well. Figure 1(a) shows a sketch diagram of the setup. The parameters adopted145

are summarized in Table 1.146

During EIE operations, the dipole wells are periodically activated for a rotation147

period τ , after which the active dipole position rotates counter-clockwise around the ori-148

gin by an angle Θ and operates again for a time τ , and so on. We define the character-149

istic dipole-zone emptying time tc as the time needed to renew the entire volume of wa-150

ter occupied within the wells zone at a constant flow rate, that is, tc = πR2bφ/Q, where151

φ is the porosity and b is the aquifer thickness. The dimensionless time is then defined152

in this work as t∗ = t/tc. A range of values for the rotation angle Θ (11 values from153

π/5 to π) and the rotation period τ (25 values from τ=0.05tc to τ=10tc) are tested, re-154

sulting in a total of 275 combinations (stirring protocols). In the following, the rotation155

period and the angle of rotation will be presented in normalized form, defined as τ∗ =156

τ/tc and Θ∗ = Θ/π.157

3 Flow and transport simulations158

We solve flow and transport in a two-dimensional confined square aquifer of size159

L. The control volume and the treatment solution are located at the center of the do-160

main, x0 = L/2 and y0 = L/2. In all outer boundaries a no-flow condition is imposed.161

Regional flow is neglected for simplicity. The hydraulic conductivity is assumed locally162

isotropic but spatially heterogeneous. To simplify the system, we consider that dipole163

flows are time-dependent but piecewise steady. Consequently, groundwater flow is de-164

scribed by the following equation,165

∇ · [K(x)b∇h(x, t)] +Qδ(x− x+(t))−Qδ(x− x−(t)) = 0, (1)
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Figure 1: (a) Conceptualization of the model setup. The left figure shows 6 wells forming
3 dipoles separated by a radius R. The circular treatment area is determined by a radius
Rr, and ri delineates the area of injection. Periodically, every time lapse τ , the active EIE
dipole rotates by an angle Θ; (b) Three representative scenarios are shown, each one being
the result of a different combination of Θ and τ . Two of them, the scenarios 1 and 3, dis-
play undesirable outcomes of insufficient dilution and ineffective containment, respectively.
The scenario 2, in green, represents the desired outcome, featuring: (i) high dilution, and
(ii) effective containment of the solute within the reactor.

Table 1: Parameters that define the conceptual EIE model

Parameters Values

Treatment solution radius ri 10 m
Dipole radius R 25 m
Reactor radius Rr 37.5 m
Aquifer thickness b 10 m
Aquifer length L 300.25 m
Characteristic time tc 10 d
Porosity φ 0.25
Injection-Extraction rate Q 491 m3/d
Amount of treatment solution particles 30000
Normalized rotation angle Θ∗ { 15 ; 1

4 ; 1
3 ; 2

5 ; 1
2 ; 3

5 ; 2
3 ; 3

4 ; 4
5 ; 9

10 ; 1}
Normalized rotation period τ∗ {0.05 ; 0.1 ; 0.15 ; 0.2 ; 0.3 ; 0.4 ; 0.6 ; 0.8 ; 1 ;

1.2 ; 1.4 ; 1.6 ; 1.8 ; 2 ; 2.4 ; 2.8 ; 3.2 ; 3.6 ;
4 ; 4.8 ; 5.6 ; 6.4 ; 7.2 ; 8 ; 10}

–5–
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where K(x) is the hydraulic conductivity at the x location, b is the aquifer thickness (as-166

sumed constant), h(x,t) is the hydraulic head, δ(x) is the Dirac delta function, and x+
167

and x− are the injection and extraction positions of the rotating dipole,168

x±(t) = x0 ±R cos

(
f

(
t

τ

)
Θ

)
, y±(t) = y0 ±R sin

(
f

(
t

τ

)
Θ

)
, (2)

where Θ is the rotation angle, τ is the rotation period and f is the floor function defined169

as f(x) = max{n ∈ Z|n ≤ x}. The transport of the treatment solution is described170

by the Advection-Dispersion equation (ADE):171

φ
∂c

∂t
(x, t) = −∇ · (q(x, t)c(x, t)) +∇ · (φD(x, t)∇c(x, t)), (3)

where c(x, t) is the solute concentration, q(x, t) is the Darcy velocity, φ is the porosity
(assumed constant), and D(x, t) is the local dispersion tensor. For simplicity and since
mixing is typically controlled by local transverse (rather than longitudinal) dispersion,
we assume that D(x, t) is locally isotropic,

D(x, t) = α‖v(x, t)‖Id, (4)

where α is the constant dispersivity, ‖v(x, t)‖ is the norm of the fluid velocity vector at172

any x location and time t (with v(x, t) = q(x, t)/φ), and Id is the identity matrix. A173

value of α = 0.25 m is set. This yields a Péclet number (defined here as the ratio be-174

tween dipole radius and dispersivity) of 1000.175

To solve Eq. (1) we use the finite-difference code MODFLOW 2005 (Harbaugh et176

al., 2017), with the Preconditioned Conjugate-Gradient method (PCG). The model do-177

main is discretized into 1201× 1201 square cells of size ∆ = 0.25 m. The resulting cell-178

interface fluxes are then used to solve the advection-dispersion equation (ADE) by means179

of the Random-Walk Particle Tracking method (RWPT). The RWPT simulations are180

performed by initially distributing 30000 particles uniformly within the circular treat-181

ment solution. The results have been verified to have converged for this number of par-182

ticles. The RWPT method used here is based on the approach of LaBolle et al. (2000),183

which is suitable for simulating transport through porous media in systems with abrupt184

changes in dispersion. The formal derivation and details of this RWPT method are not185

presented here; the interested reader may refer to the source itself or other works such186

as Delay et al. (2005), Salamon et al. (2006) or Sole-Mari et al. (2021).187

The scattered data points of the particle positions are then reconstructed into con-188

centrations using an open-source MATLAB code developed by Sole-Mari et al. (2019).189

With this approach, concentrations are efficiently reconstructed by combining histogram190

methods with locally adaptive Kernel Density Estimation methods. This makes the es-191

timation of concentration efficient, robust and less restrictive on the number of particles.192

4 Stochastic approach193

Monte Carlo simulations are performed to represent multiple equiprobable reali-194

ties of the natural logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity field Y (x) = lnK(x), which195

is described as a random function of space. We generate 50 Multigaussian and 50 non-196

Multigaussian random fields (Fig. 2). The difference between Multigaussian (MG) and197

the particular type of non-Multigaussian (nMG) fields is that the former have the ex-198

treme values of Y (x) isolated from the rest and the latter have the higher values con-199

nected. Both MG and nMG fields share similar two-point statistical properties: (1) iden-200

tical log-normal hydraulic conductivity distribution and (2) near-identical isotropic spa-201

tial covariance function.202
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Figure 2: Central region of two selected Multigaussian and connected non-Multigaussian
fields used in the simulations. the wells zone is represented with a solid line, and the
treatment zone with a dashed line. Below, the corresponding histograms of Y = lnK.

MG fields are generated using the SGeMS software (Remy, 2005) via the sequen-203

tial Gaussian simulation subroutine SGSIM with zero mean, variance σ2
Y = 2, and an204

isotropic Gaussian covariance function model with a range of a=5 meters, which is 10%205

of the distance between injection and extraction wells in a dipole. This relatively low range206

results in a somewhat poor hydraulic connection between the injection and extraction207

wells. nMG fields, on the other hand, are specifically generated to display high connec-208

tivity of high values that favor the formation of preferential flow paths. We use the method209

developed by Zinn and Harvey (2003), which transforms any MG field into a nMG field210

by (1) normal scoring the MG field; (2) taking the absolute value; and (3) transform-211

ing the distribution of absolute values into a log-normal distribution with zero mean and212

σ2
Y variance:213

Y ′ = −σY
√

2 erf−1
(

2 erf

(
Y√

2

)
− 1

)
, (5)

where Y ′ are the transformed values and Y are the absolute values obtained in the pre-214

vious step. This rearrangement reduces the integral scale of the random field by a fac-215

tor of 1.86 (yellow line in Fig. 3). This is addressed by resizing the field by a factor of216

1.86 and then cropping it also by a factor of 1.86 in order to keep the same domain size217

for both random field types.218
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Figure 3: The different spatial semivariograms obtained during the transformation proce-
dure from one selected MG to the nMG field

5 Performance metrics219

5.1 Volume-control reactor efficiency220

We aim to quantify the degree of mixing within the treatment zone, a fixed con-221

trol volume V defined previously based on remediation targets and the areal extent of222

contamination (Rr in Figure 1(a)). In order to reduce remediation costs and risks, the223

treatment solution should only spread and mix within the contaminated area. In this224

context, it is convenient to have a metric that quantifies the degree of mixing within the225

remediation target volume. Kitanidis (1994) defines the reactor ratio M as the ratio of226

the actual dilution index E of a solute plume in a volume V to its maximum theoret-227

ical value Emax,228

M =
E

Emax
. (6)

The dilution index is defined as229

E(t) = exp

[
−
∫
V

p(x, t) ln (p(x, t)) dV

]
, (7)

where p(x, t) is the probability density for a mass particle to be located on x at time t,230

p(x, t) =
φ c(x, t)∫

V
φc(x, t) dx

. (8)

The dilution index E is a well-established metric of dilution that quantifies the vol-231

ume occupied by the solute plume in V (Kitanidis, 1994). Note for instance that when232

the solute is uniformly distributed in the aquifer over a volume W (W < V ), assum-233

ing constant porosity, p approaches 1/W and E tends to W , which is the volume occu-234

pied by the solute. The reactor ratio M can thus be interpreted as the fraction of the235

volume V occupied by the solute plume, i.e., in this example we have that M = W/V .236

Thus, M is a dimensionless number that ranges between 0 and 1. The larger the value237

of M , the closer the system is to well-mixed conditions (complete mixing). Also note that,238

in our case, maximum dilution in V is achieved when239
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E = Emax = V = πR2
rbφ. (9)

Kitanidis (1994) defines the reactor ratio M for two specific cases only: a bounded240

and an unbounded system. Neither of these cases accurately describes our system. The241

former would imply the assumption of a closed system where the injected solution can-242

not leave the control volume V . The latter describes the state of dilution of the plume243

as it is transported within an infinite aquifer. In our case the target volume is not iso-244

lated with impermeable boundaries nor is it infinite, but is a finite permeable volume245

defined by remediation targets. Depending on the pumping and injection sequence used,246

it is possible for a portion of the injected treatment solution to escape from the control247

volume V , and that portion should not count towards the well-mixed volume metric, since248

our goal is to maximize mixing within V . Hence we define the volume-control reactor249

efficiency as250

εV = ωM. (10)

Here, ω is the mass fraction of the injected treatment solution that remains in V251

at all times, i.e., ω = min/mtot, where min is the mass of injected solution remaining252

inside of V , and mtot is the total injected mass. εV can also be seen as a measure of the253

probability that the injected treatment solution is completely diluted in the control vol-254

ume V . It is therefore a dimensionless number that ranges between 0 and 1. A value close255

to 0 indicates that mixing is not complete inside of V and/or is taking place outside, and256

a value close to 1 indicates that the total injected solution has perfectly mixed within257

the control volume V (see Scenario 2 in Fig. 1(b)).258

5.2 Lagrangian semivariogram259

An important objective of this work is to determine whether EIE can partially over-260

come the detrimental effect of preferential channels on solute mixing. In this context,261

the dilution index might not be sufficient in order to completely describe the interaction262

between solute particles and the porous medium, since it does not provide any informa-263

tion about individual particle trajectories but rather a snapshot of their global positions.264

Hence we also examine the Lagrangian semivariogram of Y (Xp(t)) values visited by par-265

ticles along their paths,266

γ(t′) =
1

2
E

[(
Y
(
Xp(t+ t′)

)
− Y

(
Xp(t)

))2]
, (11)

where E is the expected value operator, and t′ is the time lag between any two parti-267

cle positions. This Lagrangian semivariogram measures the average degree of dissimi-268

larity (in terms of log-conductivity) between the zones visited by the particles.269

Note, however, that during EIE the recirculation of particles from extraction to in-270

jection well can produce artificial jumps that do not reflect the temporal persistence of271

particles moving through similar conductivity zones. To avoid this, the Lagrangian semi-272

variogram is computed by segmenting the particle trajectories into different paths. A par-273

ticle path is defined as the concatenation of positions visited by a particle without be-274

ing recirculated. Figure 4 illustrates this with an example of the Y values sampled by275

one particle and its corresponding displacement. For each realization and stirring pro-276

tocol, the sample semivariogram is calculated as277

γ(t′) ≈ 1

2N(t′)

∑
(i,j)|t′=|tj−ti|,

(i,j)∈path

(Yti − Ytj )2, (12)
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Figure 4: Values of lnK sampled by a selected particle, and its discrete displacements
during the simulation, versus cumulative dimensionless time t∗ = t/tc. Whenever a jump
from the extraction to the injection well occurs, a new path is generated.

where Yti is the Y value at the Xp(ti) position, and N(t′) is the number of pairs (Yti , Ytj )278

such that t′ = |tj − ti|, and Xp(ti) and Xp(tj) belong to the same path and particle279

trajectory.280

In contrast to the dilution index, which is based on a snapshot at a given time, the281

Lagrangian semivariogram is an integrated metric which encapsulates the movement of282

particles during the entire simulation, giving valuable information about the hydroge-283

ological response to connectivity.284

The sample Lagrangian semivariogram of Y approaches a stable plateau at increas-285

ing time lags (shown later on in section 6), suggesting that, over the temporal and spa-286

tial scales of this problem, we deal with a stationary regionalized variable. Based on this,287

we characterize the Lagrangian semivariogram of Y by its sill (σ2) and integral scale (It).288

The sill is estimated by the asymptote of the semivariogram and represents the range289

of Y values sampled by the particles. When the most frequented locations within paths290

have similar Y values, we have that σ2 � σ2
Y . This can occur for instance when par-291

ticles concentrate their movement through preferential channels. When, on the contrary,292

the random field is fully sampled (complete mixing), we have that σ2 ≈ σ2
Y . The in-293

tegral time scale It quantifies the temporal persistence of Y values along particle paths.294

The greater its value, the longer the particles tend to remain in the same conductivity295

zone during the simulation. The integral time-scale is defined as296

It =
1

σ2

∫ ∞
0

C(t′) dt′, (13)

where C(t′) is the Lagrangian covariance function of Y (Xp(t)). Since, for a stationary
random process, C(t′) = σ2−γ(t′), the integral time scale can be calculated from the
sample Lagrangian semivariogram by numerically solving the following limit,

It ≈ lim
tf→∞

[
tf −

1

σ2

∫ tf

0

γ(t′) dt′
]
. (14)

In practice, this limit is attained for tf larger than the time lag at which the correlation297

vanishes.298
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During EIE, we wish to maximize the sill σ2 (particles’ proneness to move through299

different zones) and reduce the integral time scale It (typical residence time within zones300

of similar conductivity). To quantify this in a synthesized manner, we define the follow-301

ing dimensionless metric of domain sampling effectiveness,302

Ω =

(
σ2

σ2
Y

)(
tcIY
RIt

)
, (15)

where IY is the integral scale of the porous medium, IY = a
√
π/6, and a is the spa-303

tial range of Y (x).304

In order to characterize treatment solution recirculation during EIE, We also mea-305

sure the frequency of recirculation, defined as the average number of instances per unit306

of time that particles recirculate through wells during operation.307

6 Results and discussion308

6.1 Reactor efficiency309

We start the analysis of the results by describing the temporal evolution of the volume-310

control reactor efficiency εV during EIE. Figure 5 shows the ensemble average of εV over311

all realizations of (a) MG and (b) nMG random fields as a function of time for all stir-312

ring protocols (combinations of Θ∗ and τ∗). Results show the existence of a set of op-313

timal EIE pumping sequences which achieve the highest εV values with a nearly stable314

plateau after a few characteristic times. These optimal protocols are highlighted with315

dotted lines. On the other hand, εV exhibits a weak or slow response, sometimes followed316

by a late-time decline when a sub-optimal protocol is used.317

Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the volume-control reactor efficiency εV for every combi-
nation of Θ∗ and τ∗, within (a) MG fields, and (b) nMG fields. Optimal stirring protocols
are highlighted with dotted lines.

A similar temporal evolution of εV is observed in both MG and nMG random fields,318

which are found to share the same optimal sequences of Θ∗ and τ∗. However, nMG fields319

exhibit relatively smaller optimal reactor efficiencies (εV decreases by about 10%). This320
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Figure 6: Ensemble average of the temporal mean over t∗ ∈ [0, 20] of (a) the Reactor
Ratio of Kitanidis M , (b) the mass fraction inside the treatment zone ω, and (c) the
volume-control reactor efficiency εV =ωM as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗, for MG and nMG
fields. The dashed line in the Reactor Efficiency figures follows the maximum values of
dilution found for each Θ∗.

difference in efficiency between MG and nMG fields indicates that even though EIE can321

significantly enhance mixing, preferential flow-paths do exert some negative impact on322

its effectiveness in nMG fields. Figure 6, displays maps of the ensemble average of (a)323

M , (b) ω and (c) εV = ωM , averaged over t∗ ∈ [0, 20], as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗, in324

both MG and nMG fields. These results indicate that the connectivity of nMG fields cause325

reduced dilution (M), as well as a slightly lower ability to contain the treatment solu-326

tion (ω) within the designated area. For a given value of Θ∗, an exceedingly slow rota-327

tion period, τ∗ � 1, will not stir the injected solution properly and, as a consequence,328

much of the solution will stay near the injection location and will not mix substantially.329

On the other hand, if the rotation period is too high, τ∗ � 1, a large amount of the330

solution will leave the treatment zone. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where the parti-331

cle positions at time t∗ = 8 are shown for τ∗ ∈ [0.1, 1, 10], and two values of Θ∗. We332

finally note from Figure 6 that, generally, the higher the rotation angle, the higher the333

corresponding optimal rotation period. Actually, for Θ∗ < 3/5 the optimal rotation pe-334

riod can be estimated as τ∗ ≈ 2Θ∗. A singular behavior occurs at Θ∗ = 2/3, where335

the volume-control reactor efficiency is rather low and quite insensitive to the rotation336

period. The explanation for this singular behavior is not trivial, but it is related to the337

Hamiltonian of the flow field for τ → 0 and the associated mode locking, as shown by338

Lester et al. (2010).339

Figure 8 displays the coefficient of variation (CV) of εV , as a function of Θ∗ and340

τ∗, for MG and nMG fields. Results show that the region of maximum reactor efficiency341

is also that of minimum uncertainty (CV). Hence, the EIE system proposed here to en-342

hance mixing-driven reactions in predefined treatment areas not only enhances mixing,343

but is also capable of reducing its uncertainty, which makes the system more reliable and344

less dependent on heterogeneity. From a practical perspective, this means that EIE can345

enhance remediation efficiency and reduce the risk of not reaching target remediation346

goals at the same time.347
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Figure 7: Particle positions at time t∗ = 8 with τ∗ ∈ [0.1, 1, 10], for 2 configurations of Θ∗

( 3
5 and 2

3 ), in a representative Multigaussian field (upper two) and non-Multigaussian field
(lower two). The dotted line encircles the wells area and the continuous line delimits the
treatment zone.
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Figure 8: Coefficient of variation (CV) of εV as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗ for MG and
nMG fields.

Similar results were obtained by Wang et al. (2022) for multiphase flow systems,348

where the authors demonstrated that EIE can not only enhance the removal of non-aqueous349

phase liquids (NAPLs) but also reduce its uncertainty. Yet, important differences exist350

between NAPL removal and contaminant transport. NAPL removal efficiency should first351

undergo an early stage with detrimental effects in order to enhance removal in the long-352

term. Here, we found that the optimal stirring protocols are capable of enhancing the353

volume-control reactor efficiency at all times.354

6.2 Breaking the preferential flow paths355

Preferential flow paths could have a detrimental effect on in-situ treatment tech-356

nologies during remediation, because the injected treatment solution might concentrate357

in high-permeability regions, leaving a large portion of the system without treatment.358

We wish to understand whether the enhancement of mixing produced by the EIE sys-359

tem deactivates this channeling effect. For this, we examine the Lagrangian semivari-360

ogram of the Y values sampled along particle paths. While the sill (σ2) of the semivar-361

iogram quantifies the variability of Y along particle paths, the integral time-scale (It)362

indicates how quickly these Y values are visited. We assume that if particles tend to visit363

a large variety of Y values in a short time, they can easily escape from preferential flow364

paths.365

Figure 9 shows the ensemble average of the Lagrangian semivariogram over all re-366

alizations of MG (red lines) and nMG fields (blue lines), for all rotation periods and 4367

representative rotation angles Θ∗. In equivalent scenarios, MG fields always exhibit higher368

semivariogram values, indicating more effective spatial sampling than in nMG fields.369
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Figure 9: Ensemble average of Lagrangian semivariograms for all rotation periods τ∗ and
four chosen rotation angles Θ∗: Θ∗ = 2

3 ; Θ∗ = 3
5 ; Θ∗ = 1

2 ; and Θ∗ = 1

The sill (σ2) and the integral time-scale (It) of the Lagrangian semivariogram of370

Y , together with the sampling effectiveness (Ω ∝ σ2I−1t ), are depicted in Fig. 10 as a371

function of Θ∗ and τ∗. For comparison purposes, this Figure also overlaps the contour372

line of εV = 0.55. This region of optimal dilution displays considerable overlap with373

that of reduced integral time-scale (It), both for MG and nMG fields. Note that a low374

value of It suggests high propensity of zone change by particles. Hence, this result un-375

derpins the notion, established in section 6.1, that the optimal protocols are capable of376

partially overcoming the detrimental effect of preferential flow paths. However, nMG fields377

do exhibit a noticeably lower sill (σ2) within this optimal dilution region, which is a per-378

sistent consequence of their higher connectivity, and which explains the slightly lower379

values of εV displayed by nMG fields with respect to their MG counterparts (see section380

6.1 above).381

The stirring protocols leading to maximum volume-control reactor efficiency and382

sampling effectiveness are somewhat different. Sampling effectiveness requires slightly383

higher rotation periods. Nevertheless, there is a region of overlap between high reactor384

dilution and high Lagrangian sampling effectiveness. Note that the latter does not mea-385

sure whether the particles stay within the remediation zone.386
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Figure 10: Zonation maps of the parameters that summarize the information given by
the Lagrangian semivariograms: (a) the sill σ2, (b) the integral time scale It and (c) the
sampling effectiveness Ω∝σ2I−1t , as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗, overlapped by the contour
of Fig. 6(c), corresponding to εV ≥ 0.55, considered as the optimal dilution zone.

6.3 On recirculation387

In this section we examine the role of treatment solution recirculation between ex-388

traction and injection wells during the application of EIE. Figure 11 shows the ensem-389

ble average of the frequency of recirculation over all realizations of MG and nMG fields390

as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗ after all simulation time t∗ = 20.391

Results show that, while recirculation does clearly contribute to mixing, the over-392

lap with the high-dilution region εV ≥ 0.55 (delimited by dotted lines) is only partial.393

The higher τ∗ values within this optimized region exhibit only moderate frequency of394

recirculation. These are the same optimal stirring protocols that display high Lagrangian395

sampling efficiency (which is not affected by recirculation events, see sections 5.2 and 6.2).396

This suggests that each of these two mechanisms – (1) heterogeneity sampling by mov-397

ing through the medium, and (2) recirculation-induced mixing – contributes, separately,398

to the overall picture of dilution. In cases where a high recirculation rate should prefer-399

ably be avoided (such as when dealing with clogging risks), this upper region of high τ∗400

might be the adequate choice since it can provide high mixing efficiency with relatively401

low recirculation frequency. On the other hand, the singular case of Θ∗ = 2/3, which402

has the potentially advantageous feature of low sensitivity of εV to τ∗, also displays a403

low frequency of recirculation. Hence, this configuration could be beneficial for the afore-404

mentioned type of field applications where clogging is a potential concern, although di-405

lution efficiency will not be as high.406
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Figure 11: Ensemble average of the frequency of recirculation over t∗ ∈ [0, 20] over all
realizations of MG and nMG fields as a function of Θ∗ and τ∗. For comparison purposes,
the contour of Fig. 6(c) corresponding to the values of εV ≥ 0.55 is overlapped.

7 Summary and conclusions407

This work assesses the use of Engineered Injection-Extraction (EIE) for enhanc-408

ing the mixing between an injected treatment solution and the contaminants emplaced409

in a specific remediation treatment zone. Chaotic advection is generated through peri-410

odically activating well dipoles separated by a rotation angle Θ for a period τ . To eval-411

uate the method, flow and transport simulations are performed for multiple realizations412

of randomly heterogeneous log-conductivity fields specifically designed to compare the413

performance of the method in MultiGaussian (MG) and high-connectivity non-MultiGaussian414

(nMG) fields. These nMG fields display well-connected high permeability structures that415

concentrate the flow in preferential paths and complicate remediation efforts.416

To evaluate the performance of EIE, we propose the use of a new volume-control417

reactor efficiency metric εV which aims at maximizing both the mixing of the injected418

treatment solution and its containment within a designated remediation zone. In addi-419

tion, Lagrangian semivariograms of Y along particle trajectories are used to explicitly420

evaluate whether preferential flow paths are broken during EIE. The main findings are421

listed below:422

1. Optimal EIE stirring protocols (Θ, τ) exist which maximize the volume-control423

reactor efficiency within the treatment zone. These optimal stirring protocols are424

independent of the type of random field and its connectivity structure. For small425

rotation angles, Θ < 3π/5, the optimal rotation period can be approximately es-426

timated as τ = 2tcΘ/π. From a practical point of view, there are no clear ben-427

efits in using a large number of dipoles, since the gain in volume-control reactor428

efficiency is not relevant compared to the increment in the number of wells and429

complexity of the EIE system; 2 or 3 dipoles with Θ = π/2 and Θ = π/3 seem430

sufficient to reach a high reactor efficiency in practical applications. An EIE sys-431

tem with Θ = 2π/3 achieves a slightly lower reactor efficiency than these opti-432

mal stirring protocols but it is less dependent on the rotation period. This can be433

an adequate choice in cases where the rotation period is not meant to be optimized.434

This singular case (Θ = 2π/3) can also be advantageous when dealing with clog-435

ging risks, since it features a low recirculation rate of the treatment solution.436
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2. The optimization of the stirring protocol is important for designing an adequate437

EIE operation. With optimal stirring protocols, the volume-control reactor effi-438

ciency increases monotonically to a maximum value after approximately 8 char-439

acteristic times, t = 8Q/πR2bφ, where Q is the pumping rate, R is the distance440

between injection and extraction wells, b is the aquifer thickness, and φ the poros-441

ity. For Θ < 3π/5, that is to say that EIE approaches maximum strength after442

2 rotations. Suboptimal stirring protocols exhibit a weak response and/or a late-443

time decline of the reactor efficiency. When τ is too small (τ � tc), the injected444

treatment solution is trapped near the injection location, and when τ is too high445

(τ � tc), a large amount of the injected solution is lost outside the treatment446

zone.447

3. Heterogeneity typically complicates remediation efforts and makes field applica-448

tions highly uncertain. Optimized EIE not only enhances the mixing between the449

injected treatment solution and the contaminants, but also reduces its uncertainty,450

making the remediation outcome more reliable and less dependent on heterogene-451

ity. This means that EIE can improve remediation effectiveness and at the same452

time reduce the risk of not reaching remediation targets.453

4. The presence of preferential channels in nMG fields can reduce the optimal reac-454

tor efficiency of the EIE system. In our case, when σ2=2, we obtain a factor of455

1.14 compared to MG fields. Optimal EIE protocols can generate reduced tem-456

poral correlations of visited aquifer zones along particle paths, both for MG and457

nMG fields. The results lead us to conclude that EIE helps to reduce the impact458

of preferential flow channels on remediation but cannot completely eliminate the459

tendency of contaminants to enter into preferential channels.460

5. Maximum (Eulerian) volume-control reactor efficiency and maximum (Lagrangian)461

sampling effectiveness involve different stirring protocols. Sampling effectiveness462

requires slightly larger rotation periods to force the particles to escape from pref-463

erential channels. This effect is minor and, when wisely chosen, optimal stirring464

protocols (i.e., with high volume-control reactor efficiency) also exhibit large sam-465

pling effectiveness.466
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